
7Be (T1/2 = 53.3 d)  seasonal timescale tracer

Evaluate: 

• seasonal evolution of the mixed layer

• oxygen utilization rates

 • source and fate of heat input to the mixed layer

-important in the Arctic:

-  maintenance of ice cover

-  ice-albedo feedback

D. Kadko

University of Miami

•  atmospheric input of relevant species



7Be serves as a proxy for incoming solar radiation through leads over a

seasonal timescale

Other stuff too





Remnant 7Be below the

mixed layer marks the

warm water as having

been in contact with the

sea surface within the

previous ~77 d.

Thus the heated layer

beneath the October mixed

layer was remnant of an

earlier, deeper mixed layer

and was the result of very

active heat input in the

previous late spring-

summer.

The heat and fresh water content of the SHEBA site was

much greater than that measured during AIDJEX 20 years

earlier.  Likely caused by an 3-fold increase in open water.

SHEBA  Site-  Beaufort Sea





Mixed layer history derived from 7Be used to model the temperature profile.

As with 7Be, the maximum in T is a remnant feature of an early deep mixed layer.

At SHEBA in 1997, 1-D model can account for high heat content.
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By comparing the decrease of oxygen to the decay of 7Be it is possible to derive the rate of 

oxygen utilization beneath the mixed layer .
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 =26.0-26.29

OUR = 0.15 m kg-1d-1

BATS (2007)

Kadko (in revision GBC)



Suggests substantial primary production early in the melt season when the mixed 

layer was deeper. Persistence of the O2 peak suggests low bacterial respiration rate.

June-July primary production > 13 gCm-2


